OREGON DECA LIP SYNC BATTLE!
Description
Rock out to your favorite song while battling for the title of Oregon DECA Lip Sync Champion! Do
you have the dance moves to take your team to the top? Can you impersonate Imagine Dragons
and bring some “Thunder” to SCDC? You and your team will get the chance to show off your
skills during our Monday night social activity. This is your chance to be Oregon DECA’s very own
Rock Star!
Rules & Format
Limit of two teams per chapter. Each team may consist of 1 to 6 members. 6 is the maximum
team size. All teams MUST be pre-registered and share their selected song on the preregistration. The link to the registration form is below. Winners will be determined based on
three performance indicators:
1.) Cheers from the crowd following their performance
2.) Choreography and dress/costumes (both must be appropriate, or the team will not be
allowed to take the stage)
3.) Lip sync ability to match the lyrics
Participants must use a song that can be found on iTunes. The maximum length of time is 3
minutes (you can choose any 3-minute section of a longer song). The song needs to be clean and
positive. Songs with explicit lyrics or negative messages will be denied entrance into the
competition.
Teams will be called to the stage to perform their song. Oregon DECA management will play
their song through the conference speakers. There will be no microphones. This is a lip sync
competition only.
Check-In
Teams must check in for competition at the beginning of the Monday night social activity. Teams
will sit in designated seating and be called on stage in random order. If a team is not present
when called, they will forfeit their turn to perform.
Sign Up
The deadline to sign up is Saturday, February 10, 2018.
Sign up online at: http://bit.ly/2zU7iie

